
 
 
July 18, 2012  
 
Attention: Imported Water Committee 
 
Bay-Delta Quarterly update. (Information) 
 
Background 
This quarterly update discusses activities that are taking place in the Bay-Delta region. 
 
Discussion 
 
Delta Stewardship Council 
The Delta Stewardship Council released a Sixth Staff Draft of the Delta Plan in May. The 
Council met twice in June to discuss the Sixth Staff Draft and is working to complete a final 
draft in July or later. The Sixth Staff Draft is a great improvement over the Fifth Staff Draft, but 
still needs improvement. The Sixth Staff Draft no longer relies as heavily on demand reduction 
to improve water supply reliability and increased flows for ecosystem restoration. 
 
Water Authority staff have been working with an Ag-Urban Coalition through the Association of 
California Water Agencies to make changes for the final draft. Some of ACWA’s proposals have 
already been accepted by the Council, and others are still being negotiated. 
 
Bay-Delta Conservation Plan 
The Resources Agency released an administrative draft of the BDCP in late February, including 
an effects analysis and conservation plan. The administrative draft identified and analyzed the 
effects of a project that would include a set of twin tunnels under the Delta with a combined 
capacity of 15,000 cubic feet per second, with five 3,000 cfs intakes on the Sacramento River. 
 
The California Department of Fish and Game and the federal NOAA Fisheries and Fish and 
Wildlife Service agencies expressed concerns about the size of the project. The federal fisheries 
agencies issued “red flag” memos, stating that they could not issue permits under the Endangered 
Species Act to a project as large as the proposed project. The Natural Resources Agency 
announced at a public meeting on June 20 that the project being analyzed will now be a set of 
twin tunnels with a combined capacity of 9,000 cubic feet per second, with three 3,000 cfs 
intakes on the Sacramento River. The smaller capacity tunnels will also be gravity-fed, instead of 
being supplied and pressurized by pumps. 
 
Smaller capacity tunnels will yield a smaller amount of water on average, although the larger 
tunnels would only rarely be filled to capacity, except in very wet years. The larger tunnels were 
estimated to yield an annual average of 5.9 million acre feet, where the smaller tunnels are 
estimated to yield an annual average of between 4.5 million acre feet and 5.3 million acre feet. 
The current yield under existing ESA restrictions is 4.9 million acre feet. The state and federal 
water contractors have to decide whether the reduced average yield is sufficient to justify the $13 
billion investment in the project. 
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The Natural Resources Agency and the federal Department of the Interior are expected to 
announce the preferred alternative project in July. The Natural Resource Agency expects to 
release a public review draft of the BDCP and its accompanying EIS/EIR in September. 
 
Financing the BDCP 
The Administrative Draft of the BDCP included a chapter on financing – Chapter 8. The chapter 
lays out the estimates of costs of the water infrastructure project, the environmental 
improvements, and the operation and maintenance of the infrastructure project. Costs are 
projected forward for 50 years. 
 
Chapter 8 also describes funding sources for the BDCP. The construction costs of the 
infrastructure project will be paid by the state and federal water contractors, who have all 
indicated they are willing to pay. The Metropolitan Water District is expected to pay half of the 
state water contractors’ share, or a quarter of the cost of the entire project. Chapter 8 does not 
address the capacity of the contractors to pay. Water Authority staff have sent comments to the 
Natural Resources Agency expressing concern that the MWD may have difficulty paying its 
share because it does not have contracts committing its member agencies to bearing fixed 
portions of the costs of the BDCP. 
 
The Natural Resources Agency commissioned a study by Dr. David Sunding, an economist at the 
University of California at Berkeley. The study is intended to analyze the benefits to the state 
and federal water contractors of building the water infrastructure associated with the BDCP. 
Although the study is not complete, Dr. Sunding reported on its tentative findings at the public 
meeting on June 20. 
 
The scope of the analysis is to determine whether it is cost-effective for the state and federal 
water contractors to invest in the BDCP conveyance project. In other words, are the benefits of 
the BDCP sufficient to justify the costs to the agencies that will receive the water? The analysis 
also examines whether the public good benefits are sufficient to justify public expenditures by 
the state and federal governments. The analysis is in the context of financing the BDCP, and is 
not a statewide cost-benefit analysis. 
 
Dr. Sunding’s analysis assumes the 9,000 cubic feet per second alternative, with average exports 
of 5.3 million acre feet. He evaluated losses at the individual water agency level, including the 
26 MWD member agencies and nine other SWP contractor agencies. He used ratepayer 
responses to rates and shortages to determine the value of avoiding future shortages. Using the 
MWD-MAIN model, he projected future retail water rates, land use forecasts, and conservation 
projections. Using figures from SACOG and SANDAG, he projected future population growth. 
Based on those figures, he projects that Southern California will need an additional one million 
acre feet by 2050 to meet demand. 
 
The analysis looks at what consumers are willing to pay to avoid future shortages. Shortages may 
be caused by drought, water quality degradation (salinity), and seismic risk. The most significant 
cause of shortages, according to the analysis, is regulatory uncertainty. 
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The analysis shows that the consequences of losing one maf are much greater than the benefits of 
receiving an additional one maf. A twenty percent reduction in exports could cost as much as $9 
billion to the urban sector and $2.7 billion to agriculture. Mr. Sunding assesses the benefits of the 
BDCP in terms of avoiding further losses of supply, rather than in terms of adding more supply. 
He also says the benefit of avoiding regulatory uncertainty is of greater value than the benefits of 
avoiding drought, water quality degradation, and seismic risk. 
 
In terms of “public good” benefits, Dr. Sunding evaluated whether values of recreation and 
habitat restoration derived from the BDCP are greater than what the state and federal 
governments would pay to preserve. He set a range of $12.7 billion to $55 billion for the values 
of recreation and habitat restoration that would be created by the BDCP. 
 
Dr. Sunding’s conclusions are that: 
 

 The benefits of the BDCP in avoiding future losses of supply significantly exceed the 
costs to the state and federal contractors of building the project. 

 The public good benefits exceed the costs the state and federal governments would be 
willing to pay for preservation of habitat and recreational values. 

The focus on the direct benefits to those paying for the project is appropriate given the financing 
decisions the state and federal contractors need to make. However, the study will also show that 
there are significant indirect benefits to local communities and the Delta as a place. 
 
In contrast to Dr. Sunding’s study, Dr. Jeffrey Michael from the University of the Pacific 
released a benefit-cost analysis on June 14. Dr. Michael’s report states that Dr. Sunding’s study 
ignores the costs of negative impacts to third parties such as in-Delta and upstream interests. Dr. 
Michael looks at several of the benefits examined by Dr. Sunding, but does not go into the value 
of avoiding future losses of supply. Factoring in costs to Delta agriculture, Dr. Michael reaches a 
benefit-cost ratio of 0.4, meaning there are $2.50 of costs for every $1.00 in economic benefits.  
 
 
Prepared by: Jeffrey Volberg, Government Relations Manager 
Reviewed by: Dennis Cushman, Assistant General Manager 
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